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THE KEY OF ÒRÌṢÀ-IFÁ 
[THE KEY OF LIFE] 

[-] [=] [+] 

 
“Wisest of my Sons, 

Orísha, yours is the grateful task to loosen 
Vague Spirits waiting for the Dawn—to make 

the Race that shall be; & to you I give 
this Bag of Wisdom's Guarded Lore & Arts 

for Man's Well-Being & Advancement.” 
 

YORUBALAND 
 
Yorubaland (Ilè Yorùbá) is the cultural region of the Ancient Yoruba People in West Africa. She spans the 
Modern Countries of Nigeria, Togo & Benin. The Kingdom of Ife (a.k.a. Ile-Ife, Ife-Lodun, & the City of 401 
Deities) is located in Southwestern Nigeria. It is one of the largest & oldest towns of the Yoruba Kingdom. 
Archeological evidence suggests the city was established ~500 BC. Ile-Ife serves as a spiritual core for the 
Yoruba. The Holy City is the birthplace of humankind for the Yoruba.  
 
Yorubaland is a Perfect Astro-fractal Expression of the Principle of the Sacred Feminine (Magnetism), 
beginning with Venus (Exalted) in Pisces (Mutable Water) (the Bound Fish), Offspring of Piscis Austrini 
(the Great Southern Fish) who Swims in the Heavenly Waters of the Eridanus Pouring from the Pitcher 
of Aquarius (Mercury Exalted). Fomalhaut (α Piscis Austrini) (Mouth of the Fish/Whale) & its Exoplanet 
Fomalhaut b (Dagon), named for the Semitic Canaanite Half-Man/Half-Fish Deity of Crop Fertility & Grain 
(Virgo – 1800 Opposition – Pisces) Pins together the Houses of Aquarius/Pisces.   
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Yorubaland was Born from the Cosmic Egg of Her Alma Ma’ater (Egypt). She lay Geographically DUE WEST 
(Libra, ruled by Venus, lay Celestially DUE WEST) on the Ocean of the Setting (Westing) Sun. The Egyptian 
Opening of the Mouth Ceremony is a Homage to this Feminine Fractal Relationship of the Setting 
Immortal Feminine Spirit (as Opposed to the Rising Eternal Masculine Soul). Special tools were used to 
perform the ceremony, to include a ritual Spooned-Blade, a Serpent-Headed (Sarki) Blade, & a variety of 
amulets. A Calf's Foreleg (Boötes/Virgo, ruled by Mercury) was held up to the Mouth Painted on the 
Coffin. The Celestial Foreleg was Cleaved from the Bull of Heaven (Taurus, ruled by Venus), the Fractal 
Manifested Cerebellum in Your Head. The Egyptian Book of the Dead (Coming Forth by Day into the Light) 
contains a Spell (~3,000 BC) for the process of Awakening to the 5th Dimensional State of Consciousness 
as You Emerge from the 12,000-Year Submerged Slumbering Sleep of the Negative (Magnetic) half of the 
Celestial Sinewave of Libra (Venus Rulership) through Pisces (Venus Exalted):   
 

“My Mouth is opened by Ptah [Thought on Heart], 
My Mouth's Bonds are loosed by my city-god. 

Thoth has come fully equipped with Spells, 
He Loosens the Bonds of Seth from my Mouth. 

Atum [Adam] has given me my Hands, 
[Amun-Re (Eve/Venus) has given me my Piscean Feet] 

They are placed as Guardians. 
 

My Mouth is given to me, 
My Mouth is opened by Ptah (Thought on Heart), 

With that Chisel of [Metaphysical Liquid] Metal [Mercury] 
With which he opened the Mouth of the Gods. 

I am Sekhmet-Wadjet [Feminine All-Seeing Eye] who dwells in the West of Heaven [Evening], 
I am Sahyt [Zoroastrian: Saoshyant] among the Souls of On [Orion/Olorun].” 

 
The Feminine Fractal is echoed for Your Ba (Yoruba) in the Semitic Parable of the Book of Job (~600 BC):  
 

"Canst thou Bind the Chains of the Pleiades [Seven Sisters] [Taurus/Venus]; 
or Loose the [Piscean] Bands [of the Grand Cross] of Orion?  

Canst thou lead forth the [Garland of 12 Celestial Crowns] Mazzaroth in their [Epochal] Season?  
Or canst thou guide the Bear [Boötes guides Ursa Major] with her [Seven] Sons [Suns]?"  

    
The Distance to the Pleiades =  

444 LIGHT YEARS 
 

YORUBA WAY OF LIFE 
 
Yoruba religious beliefs are part of Itan (the total complex of songs, histories, stories, & other cultural 
concepts which make up the Yoruba Society). It is estimated that 5.3 million people practice the Yoruba 
Religion Worldwide. It is the Foundational Center for a number of New World Religions, notably Santería 
(Cuba), Umbanda (Afro-Brazilian), Trinidad Orisha (Caribbean), & Candomblé (Brazil).   
 
The Religious Core is Indigenous & Rooted in Both Natural & Ancestral Veneration. It shares parallels with 
the Vodun practiced by the neighboring Fon & Ewe peoples to the West & to the religion of the Edo people 
to the East. Vodun is the main source of religions in the African diaspora of the Americas, such as Haitian 
Vodou; Dominican Vudú; Cuban Vodú; Brazilian Vodum (Candomblé Jeje & Tambor de Mina); Puerto Rican 
Vudú (Sanse); & Louisiana Voodoo.  
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THE PUZZLE OF YORUBA 
[THE PUZZLE OF YOUR SOUL] 

 
The Yoruba Ifa Divination System Hosts a Pantheon of Orishas (Gods). Many of these Orishas are 
conceptual in nature, while others are foreign in nature. Still others represent a Large Portion of Historical 
Kings & Royal Family Members who were Posthumously Deified, then interlaced (back-dated) into the 
Timeline of the Religious Scheme. These dynamics set the condition for a Tangled Multi-layered Pantheon, 
which is further Complicated by Numerous Narrations of many stories over the course of history, such as 
the varied accounts of the First Man & the Creation. The resultant Composite Pantheon manifested a 
Scheme Confusion that is not Universally Accepted, even among the Yoruba.  
 

Opon Ifa Divination Board                                 Tibetan Wheel of Life (printed on Silk)  

 

 
 

Opon Ifa Binary System (64 Combinations)                       I-Ching Binary System (64 Hexagrams)   
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YORUBA COSMOLOGY 
 
[Geocentric Model]: The sky is believed to be a solid body, curving over the Earth so as to cover it with a 
vaulted roof. The Earth is a Square, as reflected by the Cardinal Directions:  
 
East (Ila Orun) (Appearing of the Sun) 
West (Iwaw Orun) (Sinking of the Sun) 
North (Igun Keta) (Third Corner) or Ariwa Otun Ila Orun (the Coming to the Right of the Earth)  
South (Igun Kerin Aiya) (Fourth Corner of the World).  
 

YORUBA ASTROLOGY 
 
It is both inaccurate & simplistic to categorize Yoruba People as “Moon Worshipers.” The Secret of Light 
(Christ Consciousness) reveals that the Ancient Yoruba were Primarily Oriented toward Veneration of the 
Sacred Feminine Fractal (Mother Earth1, Moon2, Venus3, & Sirius4). The Feminine Fractal (as a Group) is 
Further Anchored in the Concept of Squaring the Circle, as told from the Geocentric relationship of the 
Earth [4] & Moon [3].  
 

EARTH/HEART/4/SQUARE/DOOR 
 
[Gender]: Feminine  
[Planetary]: Mother Earth  
[Rulership]: Taurus (Bully), Virgo (Belly/Virgin), Capricorn (Billy Goat/God)   
[Numerical]: 4  
 
41 = 4   Line  
42 = 16 (4 x 4)  Square 
43 = 64 (4 x 4 x 4) Cube 
44 = 256 (4 x 4 x 4 x 4)  Hypercube 
 
[Mathematical]: 256 = 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 = 44 (Four to the Fourth Power) (Four Hypercubed) 
[Yoruba]: 256 Paths to Eleggua (Natural Force)  
 

 
The Four 4’s of Infinity 

 
[Meta-Numerical]: 41 (4), 42 (4 x 4 = 16), 43 (4 x 4 x 4 = 64), 44 (4 x 4 x 4 x 4 = 256) (2 + 5 + 6 = 13 (1 + 3 = 4)   
[Anatomical]: Heart (Hearth) (Hear) (Ear to the Ground) (Neutral) (Neutered)  
[Geometrical]: Line1, Square2, Cube3, Hypercube4 
[Symbolical]: Door  
[Anatomical]: Heart (Four Chambers) 
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[Chakral]: Anahata (Love/Healing) (4th Chakra) 
[Chromatic]: Green (Peace) Neon (Happiness)  
[Seasonal]: 3 Seasons (4 Months each)  
[Mathematical]: 400 = 4 x 100 
[Total Eclipse Size]: The Sun is 400 Times the Diameter of the Moon.  
[Total Eclipse Distance]: The Sun is 400 Times further from the Moon than the Moon is from the Earth.     
[Yoruba]: 400 Orishas (Heads)  
[Yoruba]: The Sacred Snail has a 40-day incubation period & produces as many as 40 Eggs.   
 

 
 
[Mathematical]: 64 = 4 x 4 x 4 = 43 (Four to the Third Power) (Four Cubed)  
[Synchronization]: 64 Squares = Grand Chess Board 
[Synchronization]: 64 Hexagrams = I Ching (Book of Changes)   
[Synchronization]: 64 Lines & Circles (Flower of Life)  
[Yoruba]:  64 = 16 Principle Odu x 4 (in 1 Odu) in Ifá (System of Divination)  
 
[Mathematical]: 16 = 4 x 4 = 42 (Four Squared)  
[Yoruba]: 16 Major Books in the Odu Ifá 
[Yoruba]: 16 Cowry Shells of Shango (thrown on the Ground)  
[Yoruba]: 16 Palm Trees of Ifa 
[Yoruba]: 16 Palm Nuts (Mothers) of Ifa (Divination)  
[Yoruba]: 16-Eyed Fire (Ina Olojumerindinlogun) = Sacred Lamp of the Osun-Osogbo Festival (August)  
[Yoruba]: 16 Agemos (the unity of Ijebus) who take part in the Agemos Festival (July) to honor the King  
[Yoruba]: 16 Deities (15 x Male, 1 x Female) involved in the creation of Earth  
[Synchronization]: The sea captain Mnesitheus entertained 16 Gods by sacrificing 1 Cock    
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[Mathematical]: 8 = 4 + 4  
[Yoruba]: 8 = Opele Nuts of the Opele (Ifa Divination Chain)   

 
THE BRIGHTEST NIGHT LIGHTS ARE FEMININE 

 
Luna = Brightest Moon (Cancer Ruled) (Taurus Exalted)  
Venus = Brightest Planet (Taurus & Libra Ruled) (Pisces Exalted)   
Sirius = Brightest Star (Sends the Bull of Heaven) (Cancer Rising) (Capricorn Zenith)  
Vega (α Lyrae) = Pole Star (~12,000 Years Ago)  

2nd Brightest Star in the Northern Hemisphere   
5th Brightest Star in the Night Sky 
25 Light Years Distant    
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MOON (3) & CIRCLES (3.14…) 
PHASES (3) & CYCLES (13) 

 
[Gender]: Feminine  
[3 Phases]: Wax [+], Full [=], Wane [-] 
[Electrical]: Positive [+], Neutral [=], Negative [-] 
[Synchronization]: Maiden [+], Mother [=], Crone [-]   
[Geometrical]: Arc-angle/Archangel1, Circle2, Sphere3, Hypersphere4  
[Calendrical]: 13 Months (1 + 3 = 4)  
[Synchronistic]: Hindu = 13 Cycles of 311 Trillion, 40 Billion Years (3.14…)  
[Temporal]: Minute1, Month2   
 

 
 

SQUARE & CIRCLE 
 
[Planetary]: Earth [4] & Moon [3]   
[Synchronistic]: Primordial Mound (Benben Stone) (4 Faces, 3 Edges to each Face)   
[Synchronistic]: Tetragrammaton (Tetra = 4 Periods) (Triangle = 3 Angles) (Delta)  
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BLOOD MOON/1/LINE 
 
[Yoruba]: Oshun (Water Goddess). Only Female involved in the creation of Earth.  
[Astrogeometrical]: The Moon (Line) in Cancer (Water) creating the Earth (Square).  
[Position]: The First Exaltation (Natural Exaltation) (Zenith/Apex of the Circle) (0) (.)   
[Age]: Cancer (4th House) (Crab/Scarab/Turtle) (Meditation) 
[Rulership]: Moon    
[Time]: 21 June – 21 July  
[Sign]: Water  
[Declination]: Due NORTH [1]  
[Celestial]: Sirius Rising  
[Season]: The Annual Flood of the Nile (the Bleeding) (The Cosmic Raping) (Orangun Rapes his Mother)  
[Anatomical]: Menstruation Cycle (.)  
[Chakral]: Muladhara (Basic Trust) (1st Chakra) (Monad)  
[Chromatic]: Red (Ruddy) (Root) (Blood) (Selfishness)  
[Calendrical]: Monday (One-Day)  
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MOON/9/CUBE (THE MIND) 
 
[Mathematical]: 9 = 3 x 3 = 3 + 3 + 3 
[Meta-Numerical]: Number 31 62 93 (9 = Selfish Number) (Mirror)  
[Geometrical]: Line1, Square2, Cube3, Hypercube4 
[Anatomical]: Pineal [3], Mind [9]   
[Synchronistic]: Thoth/Khonsu/Min/Sin    
[Metallurgical]: Silver (Anatomical Number = 108) (1 + 0 + 8 = 9) (1080 = Radius of Moon)  
[Electrical]: Highest Electrical Conductivity / Highest Reflection = Maximum Refraction    
 
[Yoruba]: Oshu (Moon Goddess)  
[Yoruba]: The Daughters (Stars) remain with their Mother (Moon) & accompany her by Night. 
[Yoruba]: The Hen (Moon) & the Chickens (Stars) & the Milky Way (Group of Chickens)   
[Yoruba]: The New Moon is Lucky & people Wish at her first sighting.   
[Ewe-tribes]: A Lunar Eclipse indicates that the Sun is beating her, & steps are taken to drive him away.  
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VENUS & HER MIRROR (2 & 5) 
 
[Gender]: Feminine  
[Rulership]: Age of Taurus (Bull) (Heavenly Bull) & Libra (Scales/Justice/Blindness)  
[Signs]: Fixed Earth & Cardinal Air  
[Exaltation] Pisces (Vesica Pisces) (Fish)  
[Sign]: Mutable Water 
[Temporal]: Seconds (Secular Calendar/Divided into Sections)  
[Calendrical]: Friday (Five-day)  
[Orbital]: 225 Days 
[Galactic Orbit]: 225 Million Years   
[Numerical]: 2 (Even) (Eve) & 5 (Fivenus) (2 & 5 are Mirrors) (Venus’ Mirror)  
[Mathematical]: Division (Divine/Diva) (Shiva)   
[Anatomical]: (Cerebellum) (Bel/Beautiful) (Ba’al) (MinoTaur) (Mind -o- Taurus)  
[Anatomical]: Female Reproductive System (Uterus)  
[Anatomical]: Aura (Taurus)  
[Numero-Chakral]: 5 (Vishuddha) (Vishnu & Buddha) (Pentalpha)  
[Anatomical]: Throat (Voice/Vocals/Vibration) (Word/World) (Wife) 
[Christian]: Lucifer (The Chief Choir Leader & Master of the Principality of Air) 
[Astrological]: 21 March (Morning Star) – Crescent  
[Astrological]: 21 September (Evening Star) – Pregnant (Maximum Brightness)  
[Metallurgical]: Copper (Green when Oxidized)  
[Electrical]: Negative Polarization [-]  
[Yoruba]: Aja-Oshu (Moon’s Dog) – Venus near Moon  
[Yoruba]: Ofe/Ofere (Pale Blue) – Venus (Morning Star)  
[Yoruba]: Irawe-ale – Venus (Evening Star)   
 

 
 

Your Uterus is the Sacred Life-Giving Cow 
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SIRIUS/SOTHIS/ISIS 
 
[Gender]: Feminine  
[Yoruba]: Irawo-oko (Canoe Star)  
[Epithet]: The Dog Star (the Eastern Star followed by the 3 Magi)   
[The Sothic Cycle]: 1461 Years  
[Heliacal Rising]: 21 June (Summer Solstice) (Cancer/Moon) 
[Asterisms]: The Manger, The Beehive, & the Two Donkeys    
[Declination]: Due NORTH  
[Zenith]: 1 January (Sumer: Queen of the Underworld) (Jewish: Day of Circumcision)  
[Declination] Due SOUTH  

 

 
 

THE SUN, MOON, & STARS 
 
[Yoruba]: Celestial Light is identified by the Sun (Male), Moon (Female), & the Stars (their Children). All 
travel each day in Enormous Canoes beneath the Earth & across the Sky.  
[Egyptian]: Solar Boat of Ra (Sun), Lunar Boat, & other Manifestations of the Celestial Barge.  
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YORUBA KINGSHIP & THE KINGDOM OF KUSH 
 
The 25th Dynasty was a Pharaonic Lineage that originated from the Kingdom of Kush (Nubia) & reigned in 
part or all of Ancient Egypt (744 – 656 BC). Ultimately, War with Assyria resulted in the end of Kushite 
Power in Northern Egypt & the Assyrian Conquest of Egypt. Nubia became a major manufacturer & 
exporter of Iron after its expulsion from Egypt by the Assyrians. This historical period is congruent with 
the first Iron production in Yorubaland & the Archeological Foundations of the Holy City of Ife.  
 
Jebel Barkal (The Holy Mountain) is located in Napata, Kush. It functioned throughout the History of Kush 
as the Center of Religious Life & Most of this Dynasty's Kings saw Napata as their Spiritual Homeland. The 
Kushites believed it was the site where Life on Earth Began.   
 
The Kushite Story of Creation: The World [1/Word/Light] was Covered with Water [2/Even]. Then a 
Mound [3/Pineal] of Earth [4/Heart] arose out of the Water [22 = 4]. On top of this Mountain, Atum (the 
First God on Earth) was Born [Pineal Activation!]. Atum was believed to have Created the Heavens 
[7/Head] & the Earth [4/Heart]. He was portrayed as an Old Man (Babylonian Constellation: The Old Man) 
& later with a Ram’s Head in Connection with the God Amon. Re (Sunset Disk) was the most publicly 
worshiped form of Atum). Throughout the History of Kush, the Ram-Headed Amon remained the Chief 
Deity, which greatly shaped how the Kushite Pharaohs Ruled. The Temple of Amon was constructed at 
Jebel Barkal, where the Major Religious Ceremonies took place, to include the Annotation of the Pharaohs.  
 
The Kushite Priests had their Spiritual Ways to Communicate with Amon [to Activate your Horn of 
Ammon/Hippocampus Proper (White Horse)] in order to consult with the Deity on the Election of the 
Righteous King from among the Candidate Family Members. The Chosen Kushite King was Anointed & 
Declared Pharaoh in the Holy [-] [=] [+] Sanctuary of the Temple of Amon.  
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Kushite Rulers (Pharaohs) were required to Adhere & Judge by the Law of Ma’at (Order & Righteousness), 
which played a Central Role similar to the Constitution. According to Ma’at, a Priest had the Authority to 
decide if the King was ruling properly or not. If the Priesthood decided that a Ruler was inconsistent with 
the Ma’at Doctrine, they could process an Order that He Commit Suicide.   
 
[Oyo-Yoruba]: The Kushite Law of Ma’at is Directly Reflected in Yoruban Culture, which holds that if a 
King is Rejected, he must Commit Suicide. Yoruba Kings are regarded as sacred & are venerated as Gods. 
However, the moment a king’s enormities provoke an open rebuke, or on being told publicly “We reject 
you,” by the Constitution of the Country he must die that day, by his own hands (Commit Suicide), for it 
is an unthinkable horror among the Yoruba for anyone to lay hands upon a being regarded as sacred.  
 
[Oyo-Yoruba]: The Kings body was Processed along 11 Stations (11 = Aquarius) & unto the Bara (Burial 
Ground). The Procession halted at each Station & immolated a Man & a Ram. The Dead King was then 
buried with Four Women at his head, another Four at his Feet, & Four Boys (Two on his Right & Left) to 
be his attendants in the other world, & finally the Lamp-Bearer, in whose presence all the ceremonies are 
performed. The King, his Lamp-Bearer, & 12 Attendants are Reflections of the 14-Pieces of Osiris.  
 

THE LIGHT OF BAYAJIDDA 
 
The Tri-Polarized [-] [=] [+] Celestial Due EAST Deity called LIGHT Self-Expresses through the Three 
Modalities of the Electr-O-Magnetic Smooth Periodic Oscillating Continuous Sinusoidal Lightwave 
(Sinewave). In this Tri-Polarized Expression, you (LIGHT) can Clearly See Your Refractions (Rays) within 
the Crystal Prism. Each Tri-Polarized Ray of Light Reflects the Other in Varying Orders of Magnitude. The 
Contrast Seen through Comparing Points of View Transcends Etymology, lay Beyond the Boundary of 
Culture, & Even Space/Time (Zeus [Light] Defeated Chronos [Time]). The Physical Secret of Light 
(contained within the Numerical Secret of 3.14~) (the Mental Secret of the Delta) holds Conclusive Proof 
that LIGHT is ALL, LIGHT is Super-Conscious (yet Subtle), & LIGHT Eternal Chooses to Reveal itself through 
its Own Free Will & Order.   
 
The Harmonic Order of LIGHT is Observed in Celestial Cycles (Wheels within Wheels) & Cosmic Seasons 
(Yugas). LIGHT Eternally Reveals itself to the Mind of Man upon the Commencement of each Zodiacal 
Age. The First Ray of Light to Shine on the Great Pyramid on 21 June 2020 stands as the Living Testament 
to what Your Ancestors Knew & Predicted/Prophesized; that You would Remember Yourself (Thoth) on 
this Age of Aquarius, that the Secret of LIGHT always returned & dispelled the Infinite Darkness 
Submerged within the [-] Negative (Magnetic) Half of the Wave. The 432,000-Year Kali Yuga is Over.                
 
The Age of Pisces/Aries Transition announces the Solar Year (Vernal Equinox, 21 March, due EAST), the 
Age of Pisces/Aquarius Reversed Processional Transition announces the Opening of the Great Year 
(Celestial Equinox of the Galactic Plane, 21 June, due NORTH, Tropic of Cancer). The Celestial Age of 
Aquarius (Motto: I Know) Returns the Knowledge of Eternal Sacred Light to Usher in the Satya/Krita Yuga 
(1,728,000 Years) & Open with 10,000 Years of Peace as You Climb the [+] Positive (Electric) Half of the 
Forever Wave. Kalki (10th Avatar) (Kalkalu, s/o Bawo, s/o Bayajidda, s/o Pharaoh) & his Aquarian 
Procession has Begun. 29 August 2020 = the 10th of Av. 
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[-] [=] [+] 
 

[-] [Pisces/Venus Exalted!], [=] Aquarius/Mercury Exalted!], [+] [Aries/Sun Exalted!] 
 

‘The Ancient Holy One is Revealed (Found) with Three Heads, 
which are United in One,  

the God-Head is Threefold Exalted!!!’ 
 
[Hindu]:  [-] Kali (Severed Head/Whip) [=] Devadatta & Nandaki  [+] Kalki (Coming Krsna) (10th Avatar)    
[Zamfara]: [-] Sarki (Snake Head) [=] Horse & Sword   [+] Kalkalu (Son of Pharao)  
[Katsina]:  [-] Sarki & Well  [=] Horse & Sword   [+] Abawa Jidda  
[Yoruba]:  [-] Sarki & Well  [=] Horse & Sword  [+] Bayajidda  
[Mixed]:  [-] Sharrahu (Assyrian) & Keturah (Semitic)  [+] Bhagavad Gita (Song of God) (Sinewave)  
[Hindu]:   [-] Rahu (Demon Snake Head) [=] Split into 7 Pieces [+] Babaji (Spiritual Father)   
[Hindu]:  [-] Ketu (Tail/Whip)  [=] Mount Meru (Mercury)  [+] Bawa (Distinguished Gentlemen)  
[Yoruba]:  [-] Kundagara (Town Seizer) [=] Horse & Sword  [+] Bawo (King)  
[Saxon]:  [-] Dragon & Grendel Heads [=] Þegn & Næġling   [+] Beowulf (King)   
[Yoruba]:  [-] Iyaláwo/Ìyánífá  [=] Ọrunmila (Wisdom) [+] Babalawo (Spiritual Father)  
[Hindu]:  [-] Shiva (Kundalini)  [=] Vishnu (Equal)  [+] Brahma/Brahman (Spiritual Father)  
[Hindu]:  [-] Vritra (Binds the Wicked)  [=] Varuna (Heaven)  [+] Brahma (Cosmic Soul) & Atman (Self Soul)  
[Zoroastrian]: [-] Aban (Water)   [=] Vaya (Air)    [+] Bahram (Brave) & Adar (Holy Fire)  
[Hebrew]: [-] Eve & the Serpent  [=] Field Edinu (Eden)  [+] Abraham & Adam  
[Egyptian]: [-] Amun-Re (Sun Set) [=] Osiris/Horus (Horizon) [+] Ba (Soul) & Atum-Ra (Sun Rise) 
[Egyptian]: [-] sꜥḥ (Sah) (Spiritual Body) [=] Akh (United Soul)  [+] Ba (Soul), Baw (Power)   
[Egyptian]: [-] Ku (Kur) (Double) [=] Ankh (Light) & Ka (Light) [+] Jib (Heart) 
[Hausa]:   [-] Sarakunan (Queens of Azna) [=] Celestial Equilibrium [+] Biram (East of Biram)  
[Babylonian]: [-] Gorgon Head  [=] Horse/Field (of Enki)  [+] Old Man (Abawun = Arab Father)  
[Hebrew]: [-] Sarai/Sarah (Princess) [=] Paddan Aram (Field)  [+] Abraham (Ab/Abba = Father) 
[Hindu]:  [-] Kuruksetra (Sarasvati)  [=] Paramam Padam (Heaven) [+] Balarama (Brother)  
[Astronomical]: [-] Pisces (Dagon)   [=] Formalhaut/Aquarius [+] Aries (Hired Man) (Head Ruler)  
[Terrestrial]: [-] Venus (Exalted)  [=] Mercury (Exalted)  [+] Mars (Brave Ruler)   
[Luminal]:  [-] New Moon  [=] ~YOU~    [+] Sun (Exalted) (Son)    
[Jovial]:  [-] Neptune  [=] Ouranus (Heaven)  [+] Jupiter (King Planet)  
[Roman]:  [-] Saturnus (Skull/Golgotha) [=] Uranus   [+] Jupiter-Zeus (Jovial/Jehovah)   
[Greek]:  [-] Medusa Head (Demon Star) [=] Pegasus & Chrysaor   [+] Perseus (Prince of Persia)   
[Greek]:  [-] Gorgon Head  [=] Pegasus & Lightning  [+] Zeus (King of the Gods)  
[Greek/Christian]: [-] Lucifer/Satan (Serpent) [=] White Horse & Christ Sword [+] Jesus (2nd Coming) (King)  
[Egyptian]: [-] [Sun] Set (Serpent) (WEST) [=] Osiris (Vernal Equinox) [+] Ra (First Ray of Light, due EAST)  
[Hindu]:  [-] Naga (Serpent)   [=] Saptarishis (7 Sages)  [+] Asha/Akasha (Life Force)  
[Yoruba]:  [-] Naja (Serpent)   [=] 7/12 Pieces  [+] Ashe (Life Force) (Hawk)  
[Hebrew]: [-] Nahash (Serpent)  [=] 7 Days of Creation [+] Asa (Healer) / Ashura (10th) /Asherah  
[Nigerian]: [-] Banza/Azna  [=] 7 + 7 = 14 Pieces of Osiris [+] Hausa   
[Hebrew]: [-] Asnapar (Ashurbanipal) [=] Nabopolassar (Mercury) [+] Asah/Esau/Edom (Firstborn Son) (Red)    
[Roman]:   [-] Sardanapalus (Last Assyrian King) [=] Nineveh (Capitol) (Head) [+] Persica (Lost Book)  
[Neo-Assyrian]: [-] Sin-shar-ishkun (Sarakos) [=] Nebuchadnezzar II [+] Ashur-uballit II 
[Hebrew]: [-] Ishmael  [=] 12 + 12 (Mazzaroth) [+] Israel (Jacob)  
[Hebrew]: [-] Boaz (Copper Pillar) -B- [=] Temple (Air Pillar) -O- [+] Jachin (Bronze Pillar) -J- 
[Zoroastrian]: [-] Yasna (Water Offering)  [=] Mazda (Wisdom) [+] Ahura (Jupiter)   
[Babylonian]:  [-] Tiamat (Primordial Dragon) [=] 7 Tablets of Creation [+] Marduk (Mars/Jupiter) (Bel Rabim)  
[Bahá'í Faith]:  [-] Desc. of Sarah/Keturah  [=] 7 Valleys/Hidden Wisdom [+] Bahá'u'lláh (Descendant of Abraham) 
[Metallurgical1]: [-] Silver   [=] Mercury (Quick Silver) [+] Gold  
[Metallurgical2]: [-] Copper & Nickel   [=] Tin (Lightning)  [+] Bronze (Copper & Tin)  
[Metallurgical3]: [-] Lead & Zinc (Prong)  [=] Iron & Steel  [+] Brass (Copper & Zinc)  

 
“I am Sahyt among the souls of Anu”  

[I AM CHRIST AMONG THE SOULS OF HEAVEN] 
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[Yoruba]: OSHUMAYE/OSHUMARE (RAINBOW)  
[Yoruba]: OSAMAYE/OSAMARE (WATER LILY) 
[Astronomical]: The Great Year (24,000 Year Sidereal Cycle)  
[Description]: The Rainbow-god, the Great Snake of the Underneath who comes up above the edge of the 
Earth at times to drink Water from the Sky.  
[Egyptian]: Ouroboros (Snake that Eats its Own Tail)  
[Egyptian]: Mehen (Coiled One)  
[Vodun]: Dan (Rainbow Serpent) & Ayida-Weddo (Rainbow Serpent)  
[Aztec]: Quetzalcoatl (Feathered-Serpent)  
[Maya]: Kukulkan (Plumed-Serpent) 
[Post-Classic Maya]: Qʼuqʼumatz (Feathered-Serpent)  
[Australian]: Kanmare (Rainbow-Serpent)   
[Catholic]: Our Lady of Immaculate Conception (Virgin Mary)  
 
[Yoruba]: OLODUMARE (Replenisher of Brooks)  
[Description]: The Origin of Virtue & Mortality   
[Aspect]: OLODUMARE is the Oldest Known Manifestation of OLORUN (the Supreme Creator)  
 
[Yoruba]: OYE (Harmattan Wind)  
[Mortal]: The Harmattan is a season in the West Africa that occurs between the end of November & the 
middle of March. The Harmattan blows during the dry season (the lowest-Sun months). 
[Immortal]: A Giant [Orion] who lives in a Cavern [Cancer] to the North of Ilorin. Others say that he resides 
on the mountain named Igbeti [Capricorn] where Elegba [Saturn] has his palace. 
[Aspect]: OYE is the Oldest Known Manifestation of OYA (the Second Wife of Shango).  
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ORION 
 
The Historical Kings Ilorin (~608 BC) & Oba Obatala (~624 AD) serve as Book Ends within a 1,000-Year 
Time Span. The Mythical Transition states that “Olorun handed over to Obatala the management of the 
firmament & the world, then retired to rest.”  
 
[Yoruba]: OLORUN (Owner of the Sky, Thunder & Lightning)  
[Yoruba]: ỌRUN (Heaven) & OORUN (Sun)  
[Epithet]: Olowo (ni-owo) (Venerable One) 
[Epithet]: Oga-ogo (Oga = distinguished/brave person) (ogo = wonder/praise)  
[Epithet]: Elemi (He who Possesses Breath) (a Living Man)  
[Epithet]: Eleda (da = to cease from raining) (He who controls the rain)  
[Aspect]: Eda/Dada (God of Newborn Babies & Vegetables)   
[Aspect]: Olodumaye/Olodumare (Replenisher of Brooks)  
[Astrological]: [=] ORION  
[Planetary]: OURANUS/URANUS (Heaven)  
[Astrological]: Aquarius (11th House)  
[Element]: Fixed Air   
[Astronomical]: 19 February (Zenith of Orion) 
[Egyptian]: Osiris  
[Christian]: John the Baptist   
 
OLORUN is considered too distant, or too indifferent [=], to interfere in the affairs of the world. He enjoys 
a life of complete idleness [=] & repose [=], a blissful condition [=], & passes his time dozing/sleeping [=]. 
Since he is too lazy or too indifferent [=] to exercise any control over earthly affairs, man on his side does 
not waste time in endeavoring to propitiate him, but reserves his worship & sacrifice for more active 
agents. Hence Olorun [=] has no priests, symbols, images, or temples.  
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In times of calamity, or affliction, when the other gods have turned a deaf ear to his supplications, one 
will, perhaps, as a last resource, invoke Olorun. Such occasions are rare, & as a general rule the god is not 
worshipped or appealed to [=]. Sometimes one will raise their hands & cry, "Olorun, Olorun!" (Heaven 
forbid!) with an equal [=] absence of literal meaning. 
 
[Yoruba]: Morning salutation, "Have you risen well?" O yin Olorun (Thanks to Olorun!) 
[Meaning]: Thanks are due to the Sky for letting the Sun enter it.  
 
[Yoruba]: Evening salutation "May Olorun protect you."  
[Meaning]: An invocation of the firmament (roof of the world), to remain above & protect the Earth [=] 
during the Night [-]. 
 
DADA (Eda/Ida) 
[Immortal]: God of New-born Babes & Vegetables (natural production, anything produced or brought 
forth by natural process). He is represented by a calabash ornamented with cowries, on which is placed a 
ball of indigo. He is one of those who came from the body of Yemaja.  
[Aspect]: DADA is a Manifestation of OLORUN (Eleda) (He Who Controls the Rain).  
[Mortal]: DADA Children (Igbo: Child King) are born with naturally matted or locked hair. They are special 
& have unique & spiritual capabilities like the gift of healing, extreme intelligence & physical strength. 
Their strength & overall good health are tied to their hair & it must therefore not be tempered with or 
groomed. DADA Children are known to be very fragile & must be taken good care of especially in their 
formative years. DADA Children are the reincarnations of deities & other great men & women; hence such 
children often live in isolation. 
 
[Mortal]: OBA OBATALA  
King in Ife (~624 AD) that was deposed by Oduduwa & his supporters.    
 
[Immortal]: OBATALA  
Creator of the Earth, but usurped by Oduduwa (his younger brother). The Sky Father & Creator of Human 
Bodies, which were brought to life by the Smooth Breath of Olodumare. Obatala is the father of all Orishas 
& the owner of all Ori (Heads). Obatala's principal wife is Yemoja (Cuba: Yemaya).  
 
[Mortal]: ODUDUWA: THE ZOROASTRIAN PRINCE  
[Historical]: Oduduwa is regarded as the legendary progenitor of the Yoruba & almost every Yoruba 
settlement traces its origin to princes of Ile-Ife. According to the Kanuri, Yauri, Acipu, Jukun & Borgu tribes 
(whose founding ancestors were Oduduwa's brothers), Oduduwa was the son of Damerudu (Yoruba: 
Lamerudu), a prince who was himself the son of the Zoroastrian Magician King Kisra. Kisra & his allies 
fought the Prophet Mohammed in the Battle of Badr. Kisra was forced to migrate from Arabia into Africa 
after losing the war to the jihadists in 624 AD.  
[Yoruba]: The early writers of Yoruba history said that he was an eastern prince who was driven out of his 
kingdom in Mecca & was forced to migrate in a long march with his followers to present day south western 
Nigeria, where through war lasting many years, he was able to defeat the forces of the 13 indigenous 
communities of Ife led by Obatala & formed these communities into a single Ife unit. Odùduwà is said to 
have given a crown to each of his 16 Sons, then sent them off to found their own kingdoms. He held praise 
names Olofin Adimula (Adam), Olofin Aye & Olufe.  
[Ife]: Oduduwa was an emissary from the community of Oke-Ora, the easternmost part of the Ife cultural 
area which stretches towards the Northeastern Ijesa people. He descended from the Hills on a chain, 
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earning the Oriki Atewonro (which means 'one who descends on a chain'). He was a warrior that wore 
armor made of iron [Orion].  
[Oyo]: Oduduwa was a Yoruba emissary; said to have come from the East (understood by some sources 
as the vicinity of true East on the Cardinal Points).   
 
[Immortal]: ODUWA (THE FIRST MAN VERSION)  
“Before this World was made, reigned Arámfè [Orion/Aries/Mars/Due EAST) in the realm of Heaven 
amidst his Sons. Of the great things he purposed: “My Sons, you know but fair things which I made for 
you… But I knew well the Heart of Him-Who-Speaks-Not, the far-felt Purpose that gave Me birth. …I set 
the stars above me.” “Odúwa, first-born of my sons, to you I give the Five-Clawed Bird (Five-Toed Hen) 
[Pisces/Venus Exalted] & the Sand of Power. Go now, call a Despairing Land [Aries] to Smiling Life above 
the Jealous Sea & found sure homesteads for a new race whose destiny is not the eternal life of Gods.” 
 

 
 

The Five-Toed Hen 

 
[Immortal]: ODUDUWA (THE HERMAPHRODITIC VERSION)  
[Story]: was Olodumare's favorite Orisa. The Androgenous Diety (both Male & Female) was sent from 
Heaven [=] to create the Earth [=] upon the Waters [-], a mission it had usurped from its consort & sibling 
Obatala, who had been equipped with a [Fibonacci Fractal of the Golden Ratio] Snail Shell filled with Sand 
[Stars] & a Rooster [due East] to scatter the Sand in order to create Land. Obatala & Oduduwa here are 
represented Fractally by a Calabash1 [the Great Rift2 / Toroidal Field3], with Obatala taking the Top [+] & 
Oduduwa taking the Bottom [-]. In this version, Oduduwa is also known as OLOFIN OTETE (Conduit 
between Heaven & Earth), the one who took the Basket of Existence from Olodumare.  
 
Oduduwa = the principle that created the physical reality.    
Oduduwa = omnipotence, the ability to affect & reconstruct the physical reality at will. 
Oduduwa = the power of the womb, that brings forth into existence. 
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[Immortal]: ODUDUA (THE FEMALE VERSION)  
[Creation]: Before Odudua’s [Sirius’] [=] amour with the hunter [Orion] [=], Odudua [Sirius] bore to her 
husband, Obatala [Saturn] [-], a girl named Yemaja (Water) [Sirius] [-] & a boy named Aganju (Land) 
[Orion] [+]. Yemaja married her brother Aganju, & bore a son named Orungan (Height of Sky) [Orion] [=].  
 
[Mortal]: YEMAYA & AGANJU  
[Immortal]: YEMAJA (SIRIUS [-]) & AGANJU (ORION [+])  
[Celestial]: 21 June = Heliacal Rising of Sirius (Flood Season)  
[Calendrical]: 18-21 June = Festival of Yemaja  
 
[Mortal]: FAGBAMILA, First Son of Odùduwà 
[Epithet]: ORANGUN (My Situation is Perfect)  
[Immortal]: OGUN was the First King of Ife. When some of his subjects failed to show respect, Ogun killed 
them & ultimately himself with his own sword. He disappeared into the Surface of the Earth, instead of 
dying, at a place called Ire-Ekiti, with the promise to help those who call on his name. Throughout his 
earthly life, he is thought to have fought for the people of Ire, thus is known also as Onire. 
[Immortal]: OGUN is the God of War (Orion in Aries, ruled by Mars). He is a Primordial Orisha who first 
appeared as a hunter named Tobe Ode. Ogun [Mars] was the husband of Oya [Venus]. He is the first 
Orisha to descend to the realm of Ile Aiye (Earth) to find suitable place for future human life.    
 
[Mortal]: ORANMIYAN OMOLUABI ODEDE, GREAT PRINCE OF IFE, KING OF THE YORUBA 
[~1300 AD]: Ọranyan was the last son & the most adventurous of the members of Oduduwa's household. 
[Benin]: Oranmiyan (Oromiyan as pronounced by the Edo people) is the first Oba of Benin & founder of 
the Eweka or Oba dynasty, which still rules. After leaving Benin, he founded Oyo, where he was crowned 
Oba (Alaafin). Odede (another name of Oranmiyan) signifies a Great Hunter [Orion], something which he 
was known to be throughout his early life in Ife. A man of two fathers - Oduduwa & Ogun - who both had 
relations with his mother Lakange Anihunka (a slave captured by Ogun in one of his war expeditions). He 
was also a great warrior like his two fathers. His strength & talent in battle made him take up the role of 
defending Ife - which had no standing military at the time - as the first Akogun of Ife.  
 
[Immortal]: ORANMIYAN  
Oranmiyan was two-tone in complexion: half his body was light-skinned (like Ogun's), while the other half 
was ebony-black (like Oduduwa's). Due to his characteristic, he was given the name Oranmiyan (or Oran 
ni Omo ni yan) which means "The child has chosen to be controversial".  
 
[Immortal]: ORUNMILA  
Orunmila is the Grand Priest, who Revealed Divinity & Prophecy to the World. He came to establish an 
oral literary corpus incorporating stories & experiences of priests & their clients along with the results. Ifa 
Literary Corpus Stanzas say that Oshun (the Virgin Moon) (wife of Shango) (the Sun) was also married to 
Orunmila, who later became the Orisha of Wisdom & Divination. In other verses of Ifá, Orunmila steals 
Ọba from Shango.   
 
[Yoruba]: OLORI-MERIN (Possessor of 4 Heads). Deity of Towns.  
[Brittany]: MERLIN  
[Symbol]: Mound [3] (Possessor of Foreheads)  
[Characteristic]: He watched the Four points of the compass from the top of his mound (Moon in Cancer, 
due NORTH). It was believed that no war or pestilence could attack a town under his protection.  
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[Description]: He had the legs & feet of a goat (Capricorn [Earth], due SOUTH, 1800 Polarity of Cancer). He 
sometimes appeared as a venomous serpent at night (Libra Moon, due WEST).  
[Aspect]: OLORI-MERIN is the Oldest Known Manifestation of ORUN-MILA.  
 
[Yoruba]: IBEJI 
[Specific]: Orion in Gemini, ruled by Mercury  
[Characteristics]: Deity of Twins  
[Sacred Animal]: Edon dudu/Edun oriokun (Small Black Monkey)  
[Egyptian]: Thoth/Djehuty (the Baboon)   
 
[Yoruba]: OSANHIN 
[Yoruba]: God of Medicine. He is always appealed to in cases of sickness. 
[Emblem]: Bird perched upon an Iron Bar  
[Synchronization]: Babylonian/Egyptian Constellation – The Arrow  
 
[General]: The Many Aspects of MERCURY 
[Old]: OLORI-MERIN (Possessor of 4 Heads)  
[New]: ORUN-MILA (Prime Orisha) (Wisdom, Knowledge, Intuition, & Divination) 
[Yoruba]: OLOFI (Conduit between Heaven & Earth)  
[Yoruba]: AFEFE (the Wind) Messenger of OYA (Virgo/Virgin)  
[Yoruba]: ILÉ-IFÈ (Sacred Town created from 16 Palm Trees by Ifa)  
[Yoruba]: IFA (God of Divination) (Wondered the World Teaching Mankind) 
[Yoruba]: IFÁ (System of Divination)  
[Yoruba]: ODU IFÁ (Corpus of Divination as Revealed by the Grand Priest, Orunmila) 
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[Yoruba]: ARAMFE (ORAMFE/ORANFE)  
[Egyptian]: RA (The ORANGE)  
[Luminary]: RAY (The SUN), EL SOL (YOUR SOUL)   
[Astrological Aspect 1]: 10 Aries (1st House) (Sun Exalted!) (Mars Ruled) (Cardinal Fire)  
[Astrological Aspect 2]: Leo (5th House) (Sun Ruled) (Fixed Fire) 
[Astrological Aspect 3]: Sagittarius (9th House) (Jupiter Ruled) (Mutable Fire)    
[Epithet]: Onile Ina (Owner of the House of Fire) 
[Epithet]: Ooni Ale (Owner of the Land)  
[Description]: The Ancient Ife God of Thunder (Ara) & Lightning. Ora (the Precursor to Shango) is identified 
with Rain (Storms), Royal Power, & Jurisprudence. In his Political Role at Ife, he conveys to Ife Kings & 
others the ability to attract & stop rain, control the seasons, & regulate the Cycles of the Universe. The 
Sun, Moon, Day, Night, Dawn, & Evening were Gods & Goddesses sent by Oramfe.  
 
[Mortal]: AGANJU 
[Yoruba]: Aganju is a deified Warrior King from the town of Shaki. He is variously Shango's father or his 
brother; both Orishas being members of the deified Royal Family of Oyo. He was said to walk with a sword 
& fight by Shooting Fire [Hi Sagittarius!], as opposed to Sango who fights with Thunderstones & Lightning.  
 
[Immortal]: AGANJU 
[Santería]: In Cuba, Aganju is a volcano deity for the practitioners of Santeria/Lucumi religion.  
[Candomblé]: Aganjú is worshiped as a manifestation or quality of the Orisha Shango, often called Xango 
Aganjú. He represents all that is explosive & lacking control [Hi Mars!]. He is nicknamed "Xangô menino." 
[Catholic]: Saint Christopher (1-2 Parmouti – Coptic Calendar: The Departure of Aaron)  
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[Mortal]: SANGO AKATA YẸRI-YẸRI 
[~1300 AD]: Son of King Ọranyan, Kingdom of Ile Ife. Shango was the third Alaafin of the Oyo Kingdom 
prior to his posthumous deification. He was one of the most powerful rulers that Yorubaland has ever 
produced & was noted for his anger. He brought prosperity to the Oyo Empire. Unlike his peaceful brother 
Ajaka, he was a powerful & violent ruler. He reigned for seven years which were marked by his continuous 
campaigns & many battles. His reign ended due to the inadvertent destruction of his palace by lightning. 
He had three wives, namely Queen Oshun, Queen Oba, & Queen Oya. The Oyo Empire declined in the 
19th Century, which led to the enslavement of its people by the Fulani & the Fon. Among them were many 
followers of Ṣàngó. The worship of the deity thrives in the New World.  
 
[Immortal]: SHANGO & HIS 3 WIVES  
[Manifestations]: Airá, Agodo, Afonja, Lubé, & Obomin  
[Other Names]: Chango (Santeria); Ogou Chango (Haiti); Xangô (Candomblé); Siete Rayos (Cuba)  
[Syncretized]: Saint Barbara & Saint Jerome  
[Specific]: Orion in Leo (Sun Ruled)  
[Title]: God of Thunder & Lightning 
[Title]: Hurler of Stones (Fighter with Stones)  
[Title]: God of the Chase & Pillage  
[Calendrical]: Worshiped on the fifth day of the week (Ojo Jakuta)  
[Foods]: Guguru, Bitter Cola, Àmàlà, & Gbegiri Soup 
[Item]: Worshiped with the Bata Drum 
[Color]: Worshiped using Red clothing, just as he is said to have admired Red attire during his lifetime. 
The Ṣàngó God Necklaces are composed in varying patterns of Red & White Beads; usually in groupings 
of 4 or 6 which are his sacred numbers.  
[Astronomical Aspect]: BELT STARS OF ORION (Alnitak, Alnilam, & Mintaka)   
[Characteristics]: Belt Stars (3 Wives). Carry his Bow & Sword. Biri (Darkness) (Sirius) is his slave girl.  
 
[Mortal]: QUEEN OBA (FIRST WIFE OF SHANGO)  
[Immortal]: Orisha of the River Oba    
[Yoruba]: Oba was tricked by Oya or Oshun into cutting off her ear & trying to feed it to Shango. 
[Christian]: Simon-Peter cut off the ear of Malchus (Servant of the Jewish High Priest Caiaphas) (Cepheus) 
in an attempt to prevent the arrest of Jesus (Jupiter Ruling Pisces).  
[Oyo]: At her center of worship in Ogbomosho, Oba is described as the wife of Aganju & is praised as 
"Oba, who owns parrot tail feathers & fights on the left." The Parrot (Ayékòótó: People Hate Truth) is a 
Sacred & Mysterious Bird. The Yorùbá seek knowledge about future events in order to find guidance in 
their activities. To this endeavor, they observe & decode its speech because the bird is possessed with the 
power of Second Sight. Only a single Feather is used during ritual performance.   
 
[Mortal]: QUEEN OYA (SECOND WIFE OF SHANGO) 
[Immortal]: OYA (OYÁ/OIÁ/YANSÁ/YANSÃ/IANSÁ/IANSÃ)  
[Specific]: Libra (Air) ruled by Venus 
[Libra]: Orísà of the odo Oya (River Niger) 
[Orisha]: Winds, Lightning, & Violent storms, Death & Rebirth 
[Festival]: Ọwaro (third weekend of October) Onset of the dry season (Autumn)  
[Porto Novo]: The Temple of Oya contains an image of the goddess with 8 heads surrounding a central.  
[Catholic]: Saint Brigit  
[Haitian]: Maman Brigitte  
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[Candomblé]: Saint Barbara    
[Astronomical]: ~19 October (Apparition: Mercury reaches Highest Point in Evening Sky)  
[Mythical]: Oya’s Messenger is Afefe (the Wind), Guardian of Gateway between the physical realm (Aye) 
(Earth) & the Spiritual Realm (Òrún) (Heaven)  
 
[Mortal]: THE VIRGIN QUEEN OSHUN (THIRD WIFE OF SHANGO)  
[~1300 AD]: Oshun went to a drum festival & fell in love with Shango. Since that day, Shango was married 
to Oba, Oya, & Oshun (his favorite). Oshun was the first woman to be referred to as an Iyalode (Chieftain).  
 
[Immortal]: OSHUN  
[Other Names]: Ochún, Oxúm, & Ọṣun  
[Specific]: Virgo (Earth) ruled by Mercury 
[Virgo]: Goddess of the river & fresh water, luxury, fertility, & Love 
[Mercury Ruled]: She is connected to Destiny & Divination 
[Opposition]: Pisces (Venus Exalted) ruled by Jupiter  
[Venus Exalted]: Pleasure, Sexuality, Beauty, & Love 
[Title]: Queen Consort to King Shango of Oyo 
[Title]: Patron Saint of the Osun River in Nigeria 
[Principal Sanctuary]: Osun-Osogbo Sacred Grove 
[Festival]: Osun-Osogbo Two-Week Festival (August) (Autumnal Equinox)  
[Catholic]: Our Lady of Charity, Patron Saint of Cuba 
[Brazil]: Our Lady of Aparecida, the Patron Saint of Brazil  
[Trinidad]: St. Philomena (Philo = Love)  
[Hindu]: Ganga Mai (Mother Ganges)   
[Metaphysical]: The Bridegroom (Leo & Virgo)  
 

THE VIRGIN BIRTH OF THE SUN 
 
[Ifa Literary Corpus]: The Ose Otura (17th Meji) is the HOLY UDO in IFA. It speaks of OSHUN (VIRGO) being 
sent to maintain the World Order.  She conceived the Holy Child (Sun). On the ninth day (25 December) 
she permitted the 16 Old Orisha (Male) to see the child for the naming ceremony. ORINSALA named the 
child ASRTUWA (He has given us Power). ORUNMILA (ORION-MERCURY) took the child to the forest & 
there the child was given the formal name ASETUWA (SET/SATURN). OSHUN (VIRGO) named the child 
AKIN OSO (Recipient of the Great Supernatural Power) (OSIRIS/ORION).  
 

OSETUA & ESHU 
(SET/SATAN & YESHUA/JESUS) 

(THE CAPRICORN SUN & THE PISCEAN SUN) 
 
OSETUA met the ANCIENT ONE (from the Origin of Existence) when he was on the road, taking his offering 
to ESHU (Yeshua), & greeted him, “AKIN ASO!” The Ancient One confirmed that the 16 oldest ODU were 
unsuccessful in carrying an offering to the POWERFUL HEAVEN & Open its Doors because they had eaten 
the food of the Earth (Virgo & Capricorn). He then instructed OSETUA to fast for one day, then carry the 
Sacred Offering to ORUN (ORION/HEAVEN). The following day OSETUA (Saturn/Sun) met ESHU 
(Yeshua/Sun). After a discussion, they continued along the road together to the doors of ORUN (ORION).   
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THE RESURRECTION 
 
The SUPREME BEING, OLODUMARE gave OSETUA some bundles of rain. OSETUA lost one of the bundles 
of rain & rain began to fall on the Earth. Rain entered the Plant Seeds. ASHE (Life/Consciousness) 
expanded & extended itself (Heaven) above the Earth.  Semen (Light) converted itself into children. Men 
suffering on their beds raised themselves up (Resurrection) & everybody was happy.    
 

THE CHRISTED MIND 
(COMPLETION OF THE INNER WORK OF MAN) 

 
When OSETUA arrived, he was mounted on a Powerful Steed (Monoceros/Hippocampus).  The people 
were Rich & Happy.  They covered him [=] with presents on his right [+] side, on his left [-] side.  They 
began to salute OSETUA.  “You OSETUA, you are unique. You succeeded in carrying the offering to the 
Highest Heaven (Pineal Activation!). All the gifts & offerings OSETUA received, he gave to ESHU ODARA 
(Yeshua-Ra). When he gave them to ESHU ODARA, he said, “You OSETUA!  All the sacrifices that they 
make on Earth, are they not delivered first to you, so that you can bring them to me? Thus, OSHUN (Virgo) 
giving birth to OSETUA (a male), re-established a harmonious relationship between the IYA-MI, the 
Mothers of the World, & the 16th ORISA-AGBA, & saved the Earth from Chaos & Annihilation (Balanced 
your Heart). OSETUA was the only one who could open the doors of Heaven & deliver the offerings to the 
feet of OLODUMARE (the SUPREME BEING).  
 
ORION IN CAPRICORN 
[Rulership]: SATURN 
[Anatomical]: Bones, Skeletal System (Skull)  
[Exaltation]: MARS  
[Anatomical]: Head (Your Orisha!)  
[Element]: EARTH [=]  
[Quality]: CARDINAL [+]  
[Polarity]: NEGATIVE [-]  
[Astrological]: Greater Malevolent  
[Span]: 270 - 300th Degree of the Zodiac 
[Duration]: 21 DEC (Winter Solstice) – 21 JAN (Tropical) 
[Duration]: 16 JAN – 16 FEB (Sidereal)  
[Astrological]: 10th & 11th House ruled by Saturn (Traditional)  
[Astrological]: 10th House ruled by Saturn, 11th House ruled by Ouranus (Contemporary)   
[Event]: 21 December (Winter Solstice) – (3 Days) – 25 December (Christmas)  
[Event]: 1 January (10/11 Days after 21 December) Zenith of Sirius   
 
[Yoruba]: BABAALÁWO / BABALAWO 
[Latin America]: BABALAO / BABALAÔ 
[Meaning]: Father of the Mysteries (Spiritual title that denotes a Priest of the Ifá Oracle)  
 
THE CHIEF GOD: OBATALA  
[Festival]: 21 – 25 December (Itapa Festival in Ife) (Christmas)  
[Description]: The Dying & Rising God. The three-day rhythm of Descent into the Netherworld & 
subsequent resurrection sees Him leave his temple in the town on the 7th Day [Chakras] of the festival, 
stayed in his grove outside the town's precincts on the 8th Day [Sun], & returned in a Great Procession to 
his [the Suns] Temple on the 9th Day (the Mind/Black Cat & Her Nine Lives).  
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[Santeria]: Obatalá/Ochalá/Oxalá/Orichalá/Orixalá is the oldest "Orisha Funfun (White Deity), referring to 
Purity, both physically & symbolically as in the Light of Consciousness. 
[Santeria]: Obatalá has an Equal Number [=] of Male Paths [+] as Female Paths [-], but more often Crowns 
Women in part because Men are Traditionally Crowned in Ifá in many Lineages. 
[Synchronization]: Jesus of Nazareth / the Crucifixion (Southern Cross)   
[Synchronization]: Our Lady of Mercy  
 
ORION [=] & MARS [+]  
[Morning Rise]: 21 March (Vernal Equinox) (Aries/Mars) (1st Ray of the New Sun) (Due East)    
[Yoruba]: OBATALA (Lord of the White Cloth) (Lord of Visions) (He who Enters Man) (Predicts Future)  
[Electrical]: Electricity (Light)  
[Sacred Color]: White. His temples, images, & paraphernalia are always painted white, & his followers 
wear white cloths.  
[Leadership]: Father of all Orishas & the owner of all Ori (Heads) (The Spark of Consciousness). When You 
have a Balanced Character, You obtain alignment with Your Ori (Divine Self).  
[Epithet]: Obatala gbingbiniki (The Enormous Obatala)  
[Location]: Celestial Equator & Galactic Plane (Grand Cross)  
[Special Offerings]: Edible Snails   
[Reason]: Celebrate the Completion of the Great Year (24,000 Year Sidereal Cycle)  
[Title]: Alamorere (Owner of the best clay) 
[Reason]: Obatala made the First Man & Woman out of Red Clay  
[Title]: Orisha kpokpo (The Orisha who kneads clay) (kpo = to knead/temper clay) 
[Reason]: He kneaded the clay himself 
[Anatomical]: Women who desire to become mothers address their prayers to Obatala. He forms the child 
in the mother's womb. While albinoism & congenital deformities are regarded as his handiwork, done 
either to punish some neglect towards him by parents, or to remind his worshippers of his power.  
[Title]: Protector of the Town Gates  
[Illustration]: He is represented as mounted on a horse & armed with a spear. The panels of the temple 
doors bear many carvings of a Horseman with a Spear, surrounded by a Leopard, Tortoise, Fish, & Serpent.  
[Synchronal]: Kalki mounted on his White Horse & armed with Magic Sword to Usher in the Golden Age 
[Synchronal]: The Second Coming of Christ (Jesus) mounted on his White Horse & armed with Sword 
[Anatomical]: Hippocampus (White Horse) (Sea Horse) (Sea Monster)  
[Astronomical]: Monoceros (Unicorn) & Chysaor (the Sword of Christ)  
[Islam]: Burāq (Lightning, the White Winged-Horse) which Transported Abraham & Muhammed  
[Egyptian]: The Great Pyramid of Giza / Sphynx Complex Alignment  
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THE CHIEF GODDESS: SPACE/TIME [0] SIRIUS [=] & VENUS [=]  
[Yoruba]: ODUDUA/ODUA (Black One)  
[Title]: Iya agbe (The Mother who Receives)  
[Electrical]: Magnetism (Darkness)  
[Characteristic]: Her smooth, glossy, black skin is considered of great beauty, & far superior to one of the 
ordinary cigar-color. She is always represented as a woman sitting down & nursing a child. 
 

 
 
[Space/Time]: Odudua [Space/Time] is the wife of Obatala [Light], but she was coequal with Olorun [=] 
& not made by him, as was her husband. 
[Space/Time]: According to a myth Odudua [Space/Time] is blind. In the beginning of the world she & her 
husband Obatala [Light] were shut up in darkness in a large, closed calabash [Toroidal Field], Obatala 
[Electricity] being in the upper part & Odudua [Magnetism] in the lower. The myth does not state how 
they came to be in this situation, but they remained there for many days, cramped, hungry, & 
uncomfortable [Stagnant/Unable to Grow]. Then [21 June, Heliacal Rising of Sirius, Yoruba New Year] 
Odudua [Sirius] began complaining, blaming her husband [Orion] for the confinement; & a violent quarrel 
ensued, in the course of which, in a frenzy of rage, Obatala [Orion] tore out her eyes, because she would 
not bridle her tongue [Heliacal Rising of Orion Blinds Sirius]. In return she cursed him, saying "Naught 
shalt thou eat but snails," [Slow Growth] which is the reason why Sacred Snails are now offered to 
Obatala. As the myth does not make Odudua [Space/Sirius] recover her sight, she must be supposed to 
have remained sightless [without Light], but no native regards her as being blind.  
[Celebration]: Kwanzaa: 26 December (~Christmas) – 1 January (Zenith of Sirius)  
 
ODUDUA (SIRIUS [=] & VENUS [=]) & THE HUNTER (ORION [=] & MARS [+]) 
Odudua is Patroness of Love, & many stories are told of her adventures & amours. Her chief temple is in 
Ado, the principal town of the state of the same name. The word Ado means a lewd person of either sex 
[Pisces: Two Fish], & its selection for the name of this town is accounted for by the following legend. 
Odudua [Sirius] was once walking alone in the forest [1 Jan = Zenith of Sirius, 19 Feb = Zenith of Orion, 
both in the area of sky known as the Wilderness] when she met a Hunter [Orion], who was so handsome 
that the ardent temperament of the goddess at once took fire. The advances which she made to him were 
favorably received, & they forthwith mutually gratified their passion on the spot. After this, the goddess 
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became still mora enamored, & unable to tear herself away from her lover, she lived with him for some 
weeks in a hut, which they constructed of branches at the foot [Pisces: Venus Exaltation] of a large silk-
cotton tree. At the end of this time her passion had burnt out, & having become weary of the hunter, she 
left him; but before doing so she promised to protect him & all others who might come & dwell in the 
favored spot where she had passed so many pleasant hours [Pisces]. In consequence many people came 
& settled there, & a town gradually grew up, which was named Ado, to commemorate the circumstances 
of its origin. A temple was built for the protecting goddess; & there, on her feast days, sacrifices of Cattle 
[Taurus: Venus] & Sheep [Aries: Mars] are made, & women abandon themselves indiscriminately to the 
male worshippers in her honor. 
 
[Yoruba]: OBALUAYE  
[Title]: Oríṣà of Ṣòwò (Commerce) & Owo (Wealth)  
Onset of the second dry season (Winter Solstice)  
 
[Yoruba]: AJA 
[Meaning]: Wild Vine 
[Specific]: Mercury (3 Days / Winter Solstice) in Capricorn, ruled by Saturn  
[Characteristics]: Human form, but very diminutive (one to two feet tall) 
[Description]: Like Aroni, she carries off persons who meet her into the depths of the forest, & teaches 
them the medicinal properties of plants; but she never harms anyone. 
 
[Yoruba]: AJE SHALUGA 
[Meaning]: The Sorcerer who makes to recur 
[Title]: God of Wealth. He confers riches on his worshippers.  
[Title]: Patron of Dyes & of Colors generally 
[Emblem]: Large Cowry Shell (Capricornucopia) (the Horn of Plenty)  
[Proverb]: "Aje Shaluga passes by the first caravan as it comes to market, & loads the last with benefits" 
[Proverb]: "He who while walking finds a cowry is favored by Aje Shaluga." 
 
[Yoruba]: ELEGBA/ELEGBARA 
[Egyptian]: GEB (Proto-Egyptian Supreme Deity), GB(B) ("Lame One/Stumbler") the Divine Creator Goose 
who had laid a World Egg from which Sprang the Sun & the Earth. BA (Soul), & RA (Sun).  
[Syncretized]: PAPA LEGBA (Haitian Vodou), ESHU / ESHU-ELEGGUA, LEGBA ATIBON/ATIBON LEGBA/ATI-
GBON LEGBA (Benin, Nigeria & Togo), OBATALA, OBA, OBALUAYE, OYE, AJA, AJE-SHALUGA, ARONI, 
SHANKPANNA & BUKU, NANA BUKU 
[Greek]: Priapus (with his Oversized & Permanent Erection)   
[Syncretized]: Yeshua (Jesus, the Crucifixion) & Satan (Saturn, ruler of Capricorn)   
 
[Astrological Aspect 1]: Achronycal Rising of Orion in Capricorn, ruled by Saturn  
[Description]: ELEGBA is a Phallic Deity. The image of ELEGBA is always represented as seated naked, with 
his Hands on his Knees [Capricorn ruler of Knees], with an immense & disproportionate phallus. He is 
found in front of almost every house. A proverb says: "As Eshu has a malicious disposition, his house is 
made for him in the street" (instead of indoors). The rude wooden representation of the phallus is planted 
in the Earth by the side of the hut, & is seen in almost every public place. At certain festivals it is paraded 
in great pomp, & pointed towards young girls, who dance round it. Erotic dreams are also attributed to 
ELEGBA, who, either as a female or male, consorts sexually with men & women during their sleep.  
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ELEGBA's Malevolence [Saturn is the Greater Malevolent] is represented with a short, knobbed club [a 
rude representation of the phallus] that he carries as an Offensive Weapon. Because he bears this club, 
he has the title of Agongo ogo. Agongo (Tip, Extremity) & Ogo is the name of the knobbed club (derived 
from go, to hide in a bending or stooping posture).   
 
[Astrological Aspect 2]: Mercury (22 – 24 December) in Capricorn, ruled by Saturn   
[Description]: ELEGBA [Saturn], in consequence of the bargain he made with IFA [Mercury], receives a 
share of every sacrifice offered to the other gods.  
 
[Astrological Aspect 3]: The Death/Birth of the Sun (21 - 25 December) in Capricorn, ruled by Saturn  
His own proper sacrifices are Cocks [Sunrise], Dogs [Sirius], & He-Goats [Capricorn/Earth]. On very 
important occasions a human victim was offered. In such a case, the Head was struck off 
[Decapitated/December], the corpse was disemboweled [Scorpio/Jesus Barabas], & the entrails placed in 
front of the image in a large calabash or wooden dish; after which the body was suspended from a Tree 
[21 December Crucifixion of the Sun on the Southern Cross Constellation].    
 
[Astrological Aspect 4]: Zenith of Sirius (1 January) in Capricorn, ruled by Saturn  
[Description]: Circumcision among the Yorubas & Ewes is connected with the worship of ELEGBA:  
To Circumcise = dako (da-oko) = da (to be acceptable as a sacrifice) & oko (the foreskin).  
The Circular Cutting = ileyika = ike (the act of cutting) & ikeya (a circuit) 
The Cutting that Saves = ikola, = ike (the act of cutting) & ola (that which saves) 
[Celestial]: 1 January = Male & Female Day of Circumcision (10 or 11 Years of Age) 
[Jewish]: 1 January = Day of Circumcision (10 Days of Age)   
[Egyptian]: 1 January = Day of Circumcision for Initiation into the Priesthood  
 
[Yoruba]: ESHU / ESHU-ELEGGUA 
[Specific]: Orion Rising in Capricorn, ruled by Saturn  
[Characteristics]: Trickery, Crossroads, Misfortune, Chaos, Death, Travelers, Messenger 
[Mercury]: The messenger for all Orishas (256 Paths to Eleggua—each one of which is an Eshu), but there 
are only 101 (10 x 10 + 1) Paths to Eshu.   
[Christian]: Yeshua (Jesus) (The Only Begotten Sun Born in Capricorn)  
 
[Haitian Vodou]: PAPA LEGBA 
[Title]: The Great Elocutioner 
[Description]: Serves as the intermediary between the Loa & Humanity. He stands at a Spiritual Crossroads 
& gives (or denies) permission to speak with the spirits of Guinee 
[Attributes]: Speaks ALL Human Languages. Facilitates Communication, Speech, & Understanding 
[Sacred Animal]: Dogs 
[Egyptian]: Anubis 
[Appearance]: He usually appears as an old man on a crutch or with a cane, wearing a broad brimmed 
straw hat & smoking a pipe, or sparkling water. 
[Festival]: 14 January  
[Christian]: Saint Peter, Saint Lazarus, Saint Anthony  
 
LEGBA ATIBON / ATIBON LEGBA / ATI-GBON LEGBA 
[Benin, Nigeria & Togo]: Legba is viewed as young and virile trickster deity, often Horned & Phallic (Pan), 
& his shrine is usually located at the gate of the village in the countryside.   
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[Yoruba]: ÈṢÙ-ẸLẸ́GBÁRA 
[Title]: Elegbara (Master of Force)  
[Santeria (Santería), Umbanda, Quimbanda, Candomblé, & Palo Mayombe]: Orisha of roads.  
[Santeria]: Olodumare gives Eleguá the Keys to the Past, Present, & Future. For this reason, Eleguá is often 
depicted holding a Set of Keys [Hi St. Peter!]. 
[Afro-Brazilian]: Elegbara is one of the titles of Exu 
 
[Yoruba]: SHANKPANNA & BUKU  
[Specific]: Orion & Sirius in Capricorn, ruled by Saturn  
[Synchronistic]: Pan  
[Description]: Old & Lame (withered Leg), limping along with the aid of a stick. 
[Description]: Lives in desolate & uninhabited tracts of country (last planet in Ptolemaic Cosmos).   
 
[Yoruba]: ARONI (ORION)  
[Epithet]: "One having a withered limb" 
[Natural Manifestation]: An Eddy of Wind, rushing through the forest & swirling up the dead leaves.  
[Astronomical 1]: Mercury in Capricorn (22 – 24 December), Ruled by Saturn  
[Astronomical 2]: Orion Achronycal Rising in Capricorn (21 – 25 December), Ruled by Saturn 
[Description]: Human-shaped but with only one leg, & the Head & Tail of a Dog. A Minor Deity of the 
Forest & Medicine. If a Man meets him in the forest & attempts to run away, Aroni will seize & devour 
him. However, if a Man faces him boldly & shows no sign of fear, Aroni will lead him to his forest dwelling 
& keep him for 2 or 3 months to teach him the secrets of the plants & their medicinal properties. When 
the pupil has no more to learn, Aroni dismisses him, giving him a hair from his tail to prove to the 
incredulous that he has really been initiated.  
[Egyptian]: Anubis (Branded Set with a Hot Rod of Iron, to protect the Body of Osiris)  

     (Storyline: Death, Plagues, Wilderness) 
[Hebrew]: Aaron (Brother of Moses) (the Rod of Aaron) (the Staff/Caduceus of Thoth)   

  (Storyline: Death, Plagues, Wilderness) 
[Historical]: Aanon/Anen (~1300 BC) (Brother of Pharaoh Akhenaten/Thutmoses)  
 

HELL 
 
[Yoruba]: SHIGIDI  
[Specific]: Orion Exalted in Scorpio, ruled by Jupiter  
[Title]: Orísà of Òrún-Apadi (the Realm of the Unsettled Spirits & the Ghosts of the Dead that have left 
Aye (Earth) & are forsaken of Òrún-Rere (Orion-Re / Atum-Re) (Autumn) (Halloween) (Orange & Black)  
[Title]: Custodian of Nightmares & Patron of Assassins  
[Jewish]: Sheol (The Pit of Darkness/Abyss to which the dead go)  
[Greek]: Tartarus (the deep abyss used as a dungeon of torment & suffering for the wicked)  
[Greek]: Hades & his Underworld   
[Christian]: Hell (a place for the wicked to Burn)  
[Christian]: Gehenna (a place "where the worm never dies & the fire is never quenched" - Mark 9:48)  
[Babylonian Talmud]: Gehinnom (a transcendental place of post-mortem punishment of the wicked) 
[Aramaic]: Gehinnam (a Valley in Jerusalem, mentioned multiple times in the Old Testament as an 
accursed place where child sacrifices took place. 
[Islamic]: Jahannam (an afterlife place of punishment for evildoers)  
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TIME 
 
[Conceptual Time]: 2019 AD = The 10,061st Year of the Yoruba Record of Time. However, it must be noted 
that the Counting of Years in Traditional Yoruba Societies was not a matter of Chronicling Fixed 
Astronomical Observation. Rather, it was based on important Historical Events, such as the births/deaths 
of Important Figures within the Community & incidents like Wars & Famine. Ancient Yorubaland was 
Agrarian & Communal. It did not possess mechanical time measurement devices that gave accurate 
objective mathematical time & as a result was neither mathematical nor numerical. It was subjective & 
reckoned in relation to the events around the people. Events had only a relation to the Past, Present, & 
Future:  
 

[+] Future (Events yet to come)  
[=] Present (Events going on)  
[-] Past (Events that have been experienced)  

 
[Calendrical Time]: The Yoruba used a Lunar-Phenomenological Year. The Year consisted of Completion 
of the two Seasonal Cycles. The Yoruba did not have a method to distinguish the Leap Year. The Operative 
Method was the Distinction between a Male & Female Year, the difference being the level of Peace & 
Safety to Life during a particular year.  
 

Male Year:  A Year in which many disasters happened & many deaths occurred. 
Female Year: A Year of Relative Peace & Plenty.   

 
[Seasonal Time]: The Yoruba used two Seasons:  

Ewo-erun (The Dry Season): The Season of Harvesting & Storage. It includes the Ewo-oye (Season of the 
Harmattan Wind) 
Ewo-ajo (The Rainy Season): The Season of Planting & Growth. It is further subdivided into: 

ako-ro (first rains): Maize Season 
aro-kuro (last rains): Yam Season  

 
[Methodical Time]: Time was measured through two methods (Celestial & Terrestrial Time):  
 

Celestial Time (Chronicled by Months, Weeks, & Days):  
 

The Month was Counted from New Moon to New Moon (Lunar Month). A Month is called Oshu.  
 
The Week consisted of Five days, & Six Weeks made a 30-Day Lunar Month. Since the first day of 
the first week always commenced with the appearance of the New Moon, the month actually 
contained Five Weeks of Five Days' Duration, & one Week containing four-&-a-half Days. The 
Yoruba deducted about 12 Hours from the last Five-Day Week in order to make six of these periods 
agree with a 30-Day Lunar Month. The names of the Ancient Days of the Week are unknown. 
However, the Days of the Yoruba Week (beginning ~1300 AD) are:   
 

1.  Ako-ojo (First Day)    New Moon  
2.  Ojo-awo (Day of the Secret) (Sacred to Ifa) Mercury 
3.  Ojo-Ogun (Ogun's Day)     Mars 
4.  Ojo-Shango (Shango's Day)   Sun 
5.  Ojo-Obatala (Obatala's Day)    Saturn  
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Ako-ojo is a Sabbath (day of general rest), & Abstention from work shows respect to the Gods & no 
important business is ever undertaken on it. On this day all the temples are swept out, & water is 
brought in procession for the use of the Gods. Each of the other days is a day of rest for the followers 
of the god to which it is dedicated. It is a serious offence for a follower of a god to violate the day 
sacred to that God, & to break the Sabbath is punished with death. The notion being that if the 
honor of the God is not vindicated by his followers, they will suffer for the neglect. The Sabbath-
breaker is, in fact, killed by the other worshippers of the God from motives of self-protection. 

 
The Day is based on the Cosmological Facts of the Sun & Moon. The Sun is used in estimating the 
Time of mid-morning & afternoon by interpreting the length & shape of shadows. The Size & 
Position of the Moon is used to tell the Time of Evening & Midnight. The Crowing of a Cock is a sign 
of the New Day. The Early Sound of the Dove is an Indication of the Morning. The Perching of the 
Chicken is an Indication of the End of the Day.  
 
The Day is Divided into five periods: 
 

1. kutu-kutu (early morning)  
2. owuro (morning, forenoon) 
3. gangan/osan gangan (upright, perpendicular) (noon) 
4. iji-she kpale (shadow-lengthening) (afternoon) 
5. ashale/ashewale (evening, twilight)  

 
The Night is Divided into three periods of cock-crowing:  
 

1. akuko-shiwaju (the cock opening the way) (first cock-crowing) 
2. ada-ji/ada-jiwa (time of second cock-crowing) 
3. ofere/ofe (time of cock-crowing just before sunrise)  

 
Terrestrial Time (Smaller units of Time):  
There was no concept of designation for an Hour. 
The Twinkling of the Human Eye was used to estimate a Minute (Iseju).  
The Twinkling of the Crab Eye was the Smallest Unit of Time (similar to a Second) (Iseju Kan).  

 
[Reincarnation]: Human Time Reckoning is Cyclical. The Starting Point is Conception, then Death, & finally 
to being Reborn or Ancestorhood. Death in not the End, but the Means of the Process that permits Life to 
Degenerate & Regenerate either into new life as a Newborn or in the afterlife as an Ancestor. The Yoruba 
believe in Atunwa (reincarnation within the family). Whenever the time arrives for a spirit to return to 
Earth (The Marketplace) through the conception of a new life in the direct bloodline of the family, one of 
the component entities of a person's being returns (your Soul), while the other remains in Heaven (Ikole 
Orun) (your Supersoul). The spirit that returns does so in the form of a Guardian Ori. One's Guardian Ori 
(contained in the Crown of the Head), represents both the spirit & energy of one's previous blood relative 
& the accumulated wisdom acquired through myriad lifetimes (Epigenetics).  
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The Human Growth Cycle is measured in Asiko (Periods) & Universal among the Ancient Yoruba 
Community. The Seven-Fold Period of the Human Growth Cycle:  
 

1. Ikoko (New Born) 
2. Irakoro (Crawler) 
3. Omo Irinse (Toddler) 
4. Omode (Child)  
5. Odo (Youth)  
6. Agba (Elderly Youth)  
7. Arugba (Old Age)   

 
[Humans]: There is Inherent Equality of Humans & Animals. Various animals are sacrificed to the deities 
associated with these Animals. Human Sacrifices were performed, although is not common in 
contemporary society because of the fundamental Human Rights enshrined in National Constitutions.  
 
[Animals]: Animals & Humans are Divine, & the divine essence in them must be Revered & Honored. A 
Human Spirit may inhabit some Animals, insects, birds, cats, goats, deer, grass hoppers, bush rodents, etc. 
Some animals are regarded as Sacred & can neither be killed nor eaten. These include the Vulture [Lyra 
Constellation] & Ground Hornbill [the only bird with a fused Atlas & Axis], & Parrot [Second Sight].    
 

 
 

Tri-Polarized Electr-O-Magnetic Current 
A Chromatic Arrangement of the Yoruba Trinities: 

 
SIRIUS    ORION    CAPRICORN 
 
ODUDUA [-]   . OLORUN [=]  > OBATALA [+]  
21 JUN: Cancer   . 21 FEB: Aquarius  21 DEC: Capricorn    
Blind Mother  . Idle/Dreamer (Sky King)  Lord of Visions  
Black One / Yoni . Grey    White / Phallus 
 
YEMAJA [-]  > ORUNGAN [=]   < AGANJU [+] 
21 JUN: Cancer    21 FEB: Aquarius  21 DEC: Capricorn    
Mother of Fish   Son (Height of Sky)  Father (Uninhabited Country)  
Water (Yellow/Blue)  Air    Land (Red Earth)  
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ORION [=] MERCURY [=] EARTH [=] 
THE TRI-NEUTRALIZED (TRIPLE BALANCED) STORY OF CREATION 

 
[=] ORION  
[Yoruba]: OLORUN (Owner of the Sky, Thunder & Lightning) 
[Yoruba]: ỌRUN (Heaven) & OORUN (Sun) 
[Ruler]: The Entire Zodiac (The Great Hunter Hunts the Zodiac)  
[Ruler]: The Age of Aquarius (19 Feb = Zenith of Orion)  
[Electrical]: Light Source  
 
[=] MERCURY 
[Yoruba]: OLOFI (Conduit between Heaven & Earth)  
[Planetary Ruler]: Gemini (Twins) (Air) & Virgo (Virgin) (Earth)   
[Electrical]: Circuit Connection (Completing the Circuit)   
 
[=] EARTH 
[Yoruba]: AYE (Earth)  
[Meaning]: Aye (a State of Being Alive)  
[Elemental Ruler]: Virgo (Virgin), Taurus (Bull), Capricorn (Sea Goat/Pan)  
[Electrical]: Grounded/Neutral (Neutron/Neutered)  
 
THANKS TO [=]: OLORUN!  
  ORION! 
  OSIRIS!  
  OURANUS! 
  AQUARIUS! 
  JOHN THE BAPTIST! 
 
& HIS WIFE [-]: ODODUA (BLIND MOTHER) 
  YEMAJA (MOTHER OF FISH) 

BIRI (DARKNESS, SLAVE TO THE SUN)  
  SIRIUS (DOG STAR)  

ISIS (QUEEN OF HEAVEN/UNDERWORLD)  
MARY MAGNETISM (W/ CHILD)  

 
& HIS CHILD [+]: OBATALA (HORSEMAN & SPEAR GUARDING THE GATE)   

JESUS, 2ND COMING (WHITEHORSE & SWORD)  
KALKI (WHITEHORSE & VAJRADHWAMSAKA)   
SAYOSHYANT (GOLDEN AGE)  
BARUQ (LIGHTNING! - THE WINGED WHITE HORSE) 
MONOCEROS (UNICORN) (CONE NEBULA)  
HIPPOCAMPUS (WHITE/SEA HORSE)   

 


